C O N V E R S AT I O N W I T H C H R I S D O R L A N D
Employing outdated scanners and printers, artist Chris Dorland
relies on the glitches and manipulations they produce to create the
abstractions for his large-scale UV-printed digital paintings.
INTERVIEW BY PAIGE SILVERIA

HOW LONG HAS YOUR STUDIO BEEN IN JERSEY CITY?
Chris Dorland: Almost three years. Unfortunately

spill over and then come into the building, or it

the building was in much worse shape than we had

would pool on the ground and flow in that way.

anticipated. Half the windows were punched out. It

We had a plumber come in who was like, “You ever

was super scary in here. It’s been a movie theater,

consider potential serious mold problems under

a factory and at some point it was a creepy, cult-

your floor?” And we look at the floor, which is

like church. But we agreed to really good terms

all warped, and I’m like, “Oh my fucking god.” The

and took on a ten-month renovation. It was very

cool thing about taking over a shitty carcass of a

stressful but actually a really good learning

building is that no one really cares what you do

experience for me. I’d never done such an extreme

with it.

renovation before, so I really learned to handle a

WHAT’S THE NEIGHBORHOOD LIKE?

certain anxiety. It was week after week of, “Oh my

CD: This neighborhood feels like the middle of

god. This is so much worse than we thought.”

nowhere. It’s safe but there is a kind of poverty

WHAT WERE SOME OF THE HORROR STORIES?

that is striking. It feels like the land that time

CD: I’d never really thought about gutters and
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water drainage. After a storm, all the water would
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forgot. With five dollars, you can get huge plates
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of food. I couldn’t believe no one was looking for

phase — in the ’80s it was like a heroin school. I

spaces here. They’re all fighting for small scraps

got there in ’99 and that’s when I started realizing

of space in Brooklyn and paying way too much money.

what I really wanted to paint. I saw this idea of

I get this perverse pleasure that it’s just for a

architecture and hope, and then failure on the other

lack of other people’s imagination that I have such

end of it.

a good situation here.
WHERE ARE YOU FROM?
CD: I grew up in Montreal, which I never really

and capitalism. What started out as looking into
the development of the post-war American Dream

there — both sides are European — and I felt like I

turned into an investigation into the techno-utopian

should have been born in the US. To sidetrack for

ideology that has essentially underwritten our lives

a moment, in most of the 20th century, there was

and which drives a lot of our impulses and urges

this phenomenon of the World’s Fairs. They were

— whether we know it or not. And how those drives

these international celebrations presenting future

and technologies have been ultimately developed by

technology, which often left behind architectural

military and financial institutions. The work is

icons, like the Eiffel Tower, the Space Needle

certainly getting darker and more complicated as

in Seattle and the Atomium in Brussels. And

things progress!

Montreal was the site of Expo ’67, which was a

WHAT DID THE INITIAL PAINTINGS LOOK LIKE?
CD: They were sorrowful and sad. I took images

modern infrastructure that created all sorts of

from different archival documents, like postcards

things. By the time I was a kid, a lot of it was

and architecture books, and then I’d make up

still there — like Moshe Safdie's Habitat, which

the colors entirely.

was a revolutionary modular building, and the
Buckminster Fuller Dome, which is actually pretty
stupid looking. But everything was falling apart. I
remember being a kid and asking my dad what the dome
was and he had this very sort of dry answer, which
was, “Crap from the ’70s.” He explained to me that
it had this very beautiful blue skin to it when it
was built. But when they were renovating it in the
’80s, there was a spark that flew and because the
skin was plastic, it just torched the whole thing.
That’s so emblematic of this stupid city — they’re
trying to fix something and they end up burning it
down.
WHERE DID YOU GO AFTER MONTREAL?
CD: I went to college at Purchase and I found a
similar thing there. It’s a SUNY school designed
in the ’70s that was supposed to be this really
forward-thinking art school. Philip Johnson designed
the pavilion, which MoMA exhibited. They were
expecting a surrounding town would develop. But
within a couple years, a handful of multinationals
bought all of the adjacent property, in turn
isolating the campus. There was nowhere for the
school to grow and it went into this really bad drug
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CD: My work is an exploration of consumer society

liked. Neither of my parents were originally from

huge thing for the city. They redid a ton of the
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TELL ME ABOUT YOUR EARLY WORK.

What interested
me was the relationship
between these World’s Fairs
and the consumer spectacle —
especially in America, where
large corporations like IBM
and GM would sponsor the
pavilions. They would hire these incredibly
accomplished industrial designers to create highly
complex and immersive installations to show people,
“Look how amazing the future is going to be!” But
really in the end, they’re just selling vacuum
cleaners. It’s Guy Debord 101.
HOW DID THE DRAMATIC SHIFT IN YOUR PRACTICE COME
ABOUT?
CD: It happened around 2008. It was a big year for
me because my career was just starting to take off.
I was showing at these bigger blue-chip galleries.
And it also coincided with the financial crisis, the
largest collective trauma since 9/11. There were
these three months in New York when things felt so
destabilized and that’s when I opened my first solo
show there. Financially it was a success, but I felt
like something had been punctured for me. It was
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almost like the fabric over the infrastructure of

image so everything that’s black is the Alumacorr.

the American Dream was being ripped and torn. And

It creates this very interesting and unusual visual

whatever was behind was so much darker. I was sick

effect to the work that I find quite mesmerizing —

of making this work and I felt like people were

visually and conceptually.

buying it for the wrong reasons. I felt that the way

HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT CREATING THE PRINTABLE IMAGERY?

that I was understanding the world was significantly

CD: I actually still work with a lot of the source

more complex than these paintings could ever get

images that I made my older paintings with. I try to

across. It was an opportunity to explore and develop

let the scanner do most of the work. Pretty much all

my practice.

my tools are cranky, outdated versions, which create

HOW DID YOU BEGIN ACCOMPLISHING THAT?

all sorts of distortions when generating images,

CD: I had to push the work into something

creating this violent technological abstraction.

more integrated with technology in a way that

That’s what gets turned into printable files. Once

painting couldn’t do. I started taking all of the

the image gets made, I spend a ton of time trying to

other pages from the books I was buying, that I

figure out what to take out and what to print.

wouldn't ordinarily use, and scanned them into the

WHEN DID THE VIDEO WORK BEGIN?

computer to make these funny drawings that were

CD: They started as little jokes. The canvas

more irreverent and more clearly addressed the

paintings didn’t have enough humor to them. And that

advertising component. That’s what really opened me

was annoying me because I value humor in art and

up to where I am currently.

incorporating more of it was part of the impetus

HOW WAS THE CHANGE RECEIVED?

to stretch the practice. It was never about selling

CD: I didn’t want to make the same work anymore

the videos. They more existed as trailers online.

and it seemed to be all that anyone wanted from me.

Slowly but surely, I’m starting to take them more

The bigger galleries were happy to sell my work but

seriously. I’ve been buying these flat-screen TVs,

I don’t know if they ever fully understood it. And I

some of which are broken, that I take apart and use

don’t know if they were in it for long-term support,

as sources to make more images. They’re finding

which was a bit of a rude awakening for me. The more

their way into the paintings and videos.

I saw people being resistant, and the more they told
me to just make a Chris Dorland, I was like, “I’m
deciding what a Chris Dorland is, not you.” There

Images
becoming images becoming
images. I can scan the screen with this wandlike hand scanner — I love this thing. With the

were doors closing in my face that I did not want

tools doing more work, I now think of myself as a

to be closing in my face. It took me a very healthy

technician. They have far more control - I’m just

three or four years for these ideas to stabilize

the guy holding it all together. I want the viewer

and become exhibition worthy. And then that

to think about what a machine-driven world will look

happily coincided with a new wave of interest with

like. We’re watching it happen to us. Machines are

younger gallerists and curators and a much greater

more and more studying us and interpreting what a

appreciation for what I was working on. In the past

human is. They are organizing and qualifying that

year I really moved away from canvas works and have

information for their own purposes. That’s a notion

focused on digital painting and with that the work

that I’ve been playing with: what does the world

has really snapped together.

look like when it’s being seen through the eyes of

WHAT MATERIALS DO YOU USE?

machines? We see each other with compassion and

CD: The black reflective substrate I print on is

humanity. I can imagine that we look very inhuman to

a product called Alumacorr. It’s an architectural

machines. The idea of a human doesn’t really mean

paneling material made out of double-sided aluminum

anything to them. We’re just things, like other

with a corrugated plastic core. It’s very space

things.

age. The imagery I create in the studio is then UV
printed on top. I’m pulling all the black out of the
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